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When several axiom schemes can serve equally well in defining a theory, 
one generally seeks that axiomatic t reatment which is most  convenient for the 
intended applications. We present the results of such a study regarding the 
parallel theories of (partial) recursive functions and Tur ing  machines. 
INTRODUCTION 
The expression "cryptomorphic version" of a theory has been used 
(Crapo and Rota, 1970) in reference to the rather common situation in which 
several axiom schemes may serve equally well in defining a certain field of 
study. Though the various schemes may bear little direct resemblance, it is 
understood that the axioms in any one system are theorems in every other 
system. One then seeks that axiomatic treatment which is most convenient 
for the intended applications. 
We present here the results of such a study regarding the theory of (partial) 
recursive functions, where the cryptomorphism problem is compounded 
if--as is usually the case--one wishes to introduce the parallel theory of 
Turing machines to provide an alternate point of view. Any reasonably 
coherent treatment of the classical results equating these two points of view 
requires a judicious choice from among the "cryptomorphs" in each theory. 
We believe that our axiomatization serves to simplify a discussion of this 
equivalence and provides thereby for a clarity in the exposition of the theory, 
particularly for the uninitiated. 
As the intended application and rationale for our choice of axiom schemes, 
beyond the exposition at hand, one should note particularly the advantages 
for the category-theoretic treatment of recursive functions (Eilenberg and 
Elgot, 1970; Prather, 1972) and Turing machines (Rine, 1971; Prather, 1970) 
now of interest in the theory of automata. 
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PARTIAL RECURSIVE FUNCTIONS 
Any characterization of the class of (partial) recursive functions seeks to 
give a precise mathematical meaning to the informal notion of a function 
computable "by an algorithm" or "by an effective procedure." Often such 
representations are limited to procedures operating on the natural numbers, 
or on n-tuples thereof. Instead, we take our arguments from a free monoid 
Z* on the alphabet Z. This means that Z* consists of all finite sequences 
(or "words") x = aqaq ' "  a~ whose symbols aij are chosen from the finite 
set Z. Here k >~ 0 because we admit a "null word" ~ of length zero, acting 
as an identity (x • E = E • x --  x, all x) for the operation of Z*. Since this 
operation is taken as simple juxtaposition of words, it is associative and Z* 
is a monoid. Of course, we do obtain the additive monoid of nonnegative 
integers for Z* if we take Z = {1} and we identify 1 k with the integer k. 
Certainly the reader is familiar with the usual mathematical notion of a 
function, but several words of caution are in order here. In writing, for 
n,m >/1 
f: (Z*) • --+ (Z*)*" 
we will generally mean that f  is a partial function. That is, i f f (x  1 , x 2 ..... x,) 
is defined, it is in (Z*) m, say 
f(Xl, X 2 .... , X.) = (Y I '  Y2 ..... Ym) 
but we do not assume that f is defined over all of (Z*) ". That subset of 
(Z*) ~ for which f is defined is denoted by dora(f) and is called the domain 
of the partial function f. I f  dom(f)  = (Z*) n then f is said to be total. And 
when we write f = g for partial functions, vie mean that dom(f)  ~ dora(g) 
and 
f (x l ,  x~ .... , ~ . )  = g(x~, x~ ..... ~)  
for all x ~ dom(f)  = dom(g). 
Many of the ingredients in our axiomatization have appeared elsewhere 
(Eilenberg and Elgot, 1970) in which a category-theoretic approach to 
recursive functions is presented. Indeed, axioms I and I '  below will ensure 
that with the class of products (Z*) ~ as "objects," for n /> 1, we definitely 
obtain a category (Mitchell, 1965) where the partial recursive functions act 
as "morphisms." In a more standard treatment of the theory, this is not quite 
so evident, mainly because one treats directly only those functions 
f:  (Z*)~-+ 27* whose values are words (rather than m-tuples of words). 
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Accordingly, one usually sees only the restricted composition of A' (Theorem 
1, below) as an axiom. 
With these introductory remarks, we define the class of partial recursive 
functions (over Z) to be the smallest collection ~ ----- ~z  of partial functions 
f: (Z*) ~ - -~ (27*) m (this notation will mean that f ~ #)  containing 
(I) identity functions 
i: (Z*) n ~ (Z*) n, 
i(Xl, X 2 . . . .  , X . )  = (X l ,  X 2 . . . .  , X . ) ,  
(n) diagonal functions 
(in) transpositions 
(IV) 
d:Z*9~(Z*)~,  
d(x) =(x, x), 
t: (z*)- ~-~ (z*)-, 
t (x l ,  x~ ,..., x , )  = (x~, xl ..... x , )  
successor functions 
so: ~'* ~> Z*, 
so(x) = x~ (~ ~ Z), 
(n />2), 
and closed under the operations of 
(I') composition 
g: (z*)- ~-~ (z,)m 
f o g: (Z*)" - -  (S*) ~', 
f: (Z*) ~ ~> (Z*)~ 
( f  o g)(x) = f(g(x)), 
(II') 
(III') 
cylindrification 
f: (z*). ~, (z*),- ~ i × f: (z*)~+- ~-~ (z*)~+,-, 
(i × f)(x,y) = (x,f(y)), 
exponentiation 
f~: (27*)" #, (27*)" => f*:  (Z*) l+" e~, (Z*)% 
(~ e 27) f*(e, y) = y, 
f*(xcr, y) = f~(f*(x, y)), 
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(IV') minimalization 
f: (Z*)-+I - -+ Z* ~ ~f: (Z*) n ---+ Z , 
(ixf)(x) = inf{y: f (x ,  y) = ~}. 
In IV', ~* _C ~ is the subclass of total functions, and the infimum refers to 
the ordering of Z* according to increasing length, unsing lexicographical 
order for words of equal length (assuming that the alphabet Z has been 
ordered to begin with). And if there is no y with f (x ,  y) = e then (/zf) (x) is 
undefined. 
Before comparing these axioms with the more usual ones, we introduce 
two lemmas. The proof of the second lemma may be found in the aforemen- 
tioned book by Eilenberg and Elgot. 
LEMMA 1. Included in ~ are the projections of either of two coordinates 
and the permutations of n coordinates. 
Proof. For the projection of the second coordinate, use exponentiation 
by choosing each 
fi  = i : S* ~ S* (~ E Z). 
Then 
f*(x, y) = y 
is in ~.  Similarly, we may project he first coordinate if we use transposition 
and composition together with the above. 
We can interchange any two successive coordinates with transposition and 
cylindrification (and composition). But any permutation is a composition of 
such interchanges. [] 
LEMMA 2. is closed under the products × and <, ); i.e., 
f: (Z*)" -~- (Z*) * 
g: (z*)* ~-Q (z,)u 
f: (z*)~ e, (z,)s 
g: (z*)~ --+ (z*), 
f × g: (Z*) r+~ ~, (Z*)~+~, 
( f  × g)(x, y) = (f(x), g(y)), 
<f, g>(x) = (f(x), g(x)). [] 
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Note that 
dom(f X g) = dom(f) X dom(g) 
dom(f, g) = dom(f) th dora(g) 
so that these products are total whenever f and g are total. As a matter of notation, 
we extend the definitions of our products to include,for k >/2, 
A x f~ x ... x f~ and <f , ,  f~ , . . . ,  f~> 
with the obvious interpretations. 
The more usual axioms for recursive function theory include those found 
in Theorem 1 below, together with axioms IV and IV' as already stated. But 
in order to establish an equivalence with our cryptomorphic version, some 
sort of mechanism ust be introduced into the usual scheme so that we can 
treat functions whose values are m-tuples of words. A most natural means for 
accomplishing this would seem to be provided by the extended ( , )  products, 
allowing as they do for a cascading of coordinate functions. Then we obtain 
finally, a class ~ of functions f: (Z*) ~ ~ (Z*) ~ for comparison with ~.  
THEOREM l. ,~ contains: 
(A) unit functions 
(B) projections 
e: (Z*) n ~ '  Z'*, 
e(xl ,..., xn) ~-- e, 
p~(x 1,..., x,) = xl 
and is closed under the operations of 
(A') restricted composition 
f: (Z*) ~ ~> X* 
gi: (Z*)" ~, 2"  
(1 ~i~m) 
Pi: (Z*)" ~, Z*, 
(1 ~<i~< n), 
f o g: (Z*) n -~-+ Z*, 
( f  o g)(x) = f (g~(x) ..... gin(X)), 
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(B') primitive recursion 
h: (27")" ~, 2*  
g~: (Z*) 2+'` ~,  Z* 
(~ e 2)  
g/h: (27*)1+n '~) ,S-'~, 
(g/h)(e, y) = h(y), 
(g/h)(xcr. y) = go((g/h)(x, y), x, y). 
Conversely, if these four "axioms" are augmented by IV, IV',  and the extended 
capability ( , )  in forming a class ~ of functions, we obtain in fact, the original 
class P.  
Proof. First consider the generalized projections, and observe (by Lemma 
1) that we can always select either of two coordinates. So assume that we can 
select any one of n coordinates, for some n ~> 2 (when n = 1, use I). Then 
pj(x 2 ,..., x,~+l ) = x~- (2 ~<j <~ n q- 1) 
is in #,  and by cylindrification, so is 
( i  X p j ) (X l ,  X 2,.. , ,  Xn+l) = (Xl, Xj). 
Since (Lemma 1 again) we can select any one of these two, we obtain our 
generalized projection in n @ 1 coordinates by composition. 
As for the unit functions, we have only to observe that 
e =/xp l  : (2") ~ -+ Z* 
when Pz : (27.)1+n _+ 27* is the first projection. The restricted composition 
follows easily from that of I '  using ( , )  products, so we are left with showing 
that ~ has the primitive recursive capability. This demonstration already 
appears in the aforementioned work of Eilenberg and Elgot, but an indepen- 
dent presentation may be helpful, owing to the notation differences. 
Given that h: (27*) ~ -+ 27* and g~ : (Z*) ~+n -+ Z* are in ~,  we construct 
functions f~ : (27.)2+~ _+ (Z.)2+~ by taking 
L(~, y, ~) = (g~Cx, y, ~), y,~, ~). 
Thenfo~because  
f~ = (g,,, so o P2, P~ ..... P2+,~). 
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Now we claim that for the corresponding 
f * :  (Z*) TM -+ (Z*)z+n 
the identity 
f*(x, h(y), ~, y) = (g/h(x, y), x, y) 
holds for all x ~ 2~*. This is verified by induction as follows: 
f*(¢, h(y), ~, y) = (h(y), E, y) = (g/h(E, y), ~, y), 
f*(x~, h(y), ~, y) = f~(f*(x, h(y), ~, y)) 
= f~(g/h(x, y), x, y) 
-~ (g~(g/h(x, y), x, y), xg, y) 
-~ (g/h(xcr, y), x~, y). 
Now we have h, f *  ~ ~,  so that finally g/h ~ ~ because our identity shows 
that g/h is the composition 
In the converse, we write f ~ .~ to mean only that each coordinate function 
Pi of  is obtainable through the application of A, B, IV, A', B', IV'. Or 
equivalently, 
f--~ <fl ,f2 ,..., f~)  
with each f i  so obtained. Therefore, we may assert in connection with our 
original axioms, that the following functions are in the class .~: 
(I) i = (P l ,  P2 ,-.., Pn), (I') f o g ---- (f~ o g, f2 o g ..... f~ o g), 
(II) d = (i, i), (II ') i × f = (p~, f~ ,..., f~),  
(III) t = (p~,  p~ ,..., p~), (1115 f *  --- G/i. 
For the last of these, we are given the functions 
f~: (27*) ~ a> (X*)~ 
and we define 
Go : (Z*)~÷l+~ (Z*)~ 
so that Go(z, x, y) -~ fo(z). Since G~ may be taken as 
G~ ---- f~ o (Pl , P~,'", P•) 
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we have G, ~ ~. Using the "simultaneous recursion" (Peter, 1967) capability 
of .~, we obtain the function 
G/i: (Z*) l+n a (Z,) n 
for which 
G/i(e, y) = i(y), 
a/i(x~, y) = aao(a/ i(x,  y), ~, y). 
And we can show by induction that G/i = f *  as follows: 
a/i(~, y) = y = f *@, y), 
G/i(xa, y) = G,~(f*(x, y), x, y) = f~(f*(x, y)) --= f*(xa, y). 
It follows that f *  c ~ and altogether, ~ _C ~. Considering the preceding, we 
in fact have equality. And so, our eryptomorphic axiom schemes define the 
same theory. [] 
TURING ~V~ACHINES 
Most readers will be familiar with the intuitive notion of a machine with 
finite memory operating on symbols presented on a two-way extendable 
tape divided into squares or cells. Ordinarily, a "move" will then consist 
of a possible change of (memory) state, a possible change in the symbol being 
scanned, and a possible motion of at most one square to the right or the left, 
as dictated by a finite table of moves. Such a device (Turing machine) will 
also be provided with certain technical conventions regarding blank ([~) 
squares, and a course of action when the machine would appear to run off 
either end of the tape. These conventions, together with those which serve 
to describe the (partial) function computed by the machine, allow for the 
various cryptomorphs of the Turing machine theory. Our main intention here 
is to show how these convention may be chosen to effect a smooth account 
of the equivalence with the partial recursive functions as originally introduced. 
We believe that as side effects, our constructions may offer a conceptual 
advantage in the synthesis of Turing machines, and provide a framework for 
further category-theoretic investigations. 
Formally, we say that a Turing machine Z is a system Z = (S, Z, M)  in 
which 
(i) S is a finite set of "states" with 0, 1 ~ S, 
(ii) Z is an alphabet with [] 6 Z, 
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(iii) M_CS X ZD X S×27 D X A is a finite set of "quintuples"  
such that 
(a) no two quintuples have the same first two coordinates, 
(b) no quintuples have first coordinate 1. 
Here, Z' D = lk ){D} and A = {--1, O, 1}. An instantaneous description 
(id) for Z is a tr iple (u, q, v) with u, v e 27D * and q e S. An  id 0x = (e, 0, x) 
is n-initial provided that x = x 1 [ ]  x2 [ ]  "'" [ ]  x~ with each xi e Z'*; an 
id 1~ = ([-]% 1, y [-]0 is m-final if y =Y l  •Y2  U] - "  •Ym with each 
y~. ~ 2J*. The id (u, q, v) is terminal if v = ew and there is no quintuple 
with first two coordinates q, ~ in M, or if v = e and there is no quintuple with 
first two coordinates q, [] in M.  Note that every final id is terminal,because of 
(iiib). 
Consistent with our prel iminary discussion, the quintuple set M of any 
Tur ing  machine Z = (S, I ,  M)  induces a relation ~ on id's as follows 
( - -1)  Forq~f i r - - l inM 
(x~, q, oy) ~ (x, p, Try), 
@, q, ,Ty) -+ @, p, Dry) ,  
(x7, q, ,) --~ (x, p, 7r) t if e = •,  
(~, q, ~) ~ (~,p, •r )~ 
(0) For  qepr 0 in M 
(x, q, aS) ~ (x, p, ry), 
(x, q, e) --~ (x, p, r)  if ~ = •.  
(1) For  qepr 1 in M 
(x, q, ,,y) -~ (xr, p, y), 
(x, q, ~) ---> (xr, p, e) if o = [Z. 
For  Tur ing  machine Z = (S, 2J, M)  we write Z = Z ~,m if each n-initial 
id encounters a terminal  id only if it is m-final. The result ing partial funct ion 
¢},m: (~*)" ~ (~*)~ 
is given by 
~bz(Xl , x2 .... , x,)  = (Ya , Y2 .... , y~) iff 0~ --+ "'" ~ 1~, 
where x = x a [ ]  x2 [ ]  "'" [ ]  x~ and y = Yl []Y2 [ ]  "'" [ ]Y~ as before. 
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Furthermore, we say that a partial function f :  (Z*)n-+ (X*) m is Turing 
computable if there exists a Turing machine Z = Z ~,~ with Cz = f. 
Rarely does one see a complete account of the classical equivalence between 
Turing computable and partial recursive functions. Instead, prudence will 
usually dictate that certain tedious arguments be abbreviated, or entirely 
spared of the reader. In contrast, those few arguments that we do choose 
to abbreviate here will for the most part be phrased in a suggestive algebraic 
terminology, so as to appear self-evident Typical of these are the two 
technical lemmas which follow, where the parallel to the earlier Lemma 2 is, 
of course, intentional. 
LEMMA 3. I f  X = X *'s and Y = y,,u, then there is a Turing machine 
such that 
X x Y = (X x y),+t,s+~ 
¢.~x," = Cx x ¢,,. 
Proof. There are several ways to verify this result, and consequently, 
such a machine X X Y is far from unique. Suppose X and g are given which 
halt only when 
(~, O, x~ Z] x2 [2 "'" • x~) --+ ... ~ (E] ~, 1, v~ D v~ E] " [2 v, Z ]9  
@, O, y~ []  y~ []  ... [ ]  y~) ~ -.- ~ ([]~, 1, w~ []  w~. [ ]  ... [ ]  w~ ~- )  
in X and Y, respectively. Then we may take X X Y to be that machine 
which operates on tapes 
(E, O, xl [ ]  x~ []  "'" [ ]  x~ []  Yl [ ]  Y2 []  "'" [ ]  Y~) 
by "simulating" (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1969, p. 89) the behavior of X, 
then Y in a serial fashion on successive segments (x 1 [] x 2 [] ... []  x~, then 
Yl [] Y2 [] "'" [] Ys) of the tape. 
When X x Y simulates X on the x-segment, we have to take care in 
"shifting over" (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1969, p. 88) the y-segment whenever 
X would have run off its existing tape to the right. Later, as X × Y simulates 
17, we have to do a similar shifting of the partial result []o vl []  v2 []  ... 
[ ]  vt IS] ~ whenever Y would have run off its tape to the left. We set 0xxr = 0x 
and arrange a transfer of control 1 x -+ Or to tie the two simulations together. 
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The details for accomplishing this appear in later examples and so, we will 
not complicate the argument unnecessarily here. At the end (assuming that 
the computations for X and Y would have terminated) we arrange that 
X × Y shift the v-segment and the w-segment together before entering its 
final state in the configuration 
(N °, 1, v 1 [] vz [] "'" [] v, [] W 1 [ ]  W 2 []  "'" []  W~ [~) .  
All of these details are best understood if extra marking symbols are first 
employed. One can then dispense with these by a standard "reduction of 
symbols" technique (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1969, p. 100). And in the last 
analysis, one sees that indeed Sxxr = Sx X ~br. [] 
LEMMA 4. I f  X = X r'" and Y = Y*,*, then there is a Turing machine 
<x, Y> = <x, Y>~,,+~ 
~<~,~> = <~x,  ~>. 
Proof. We can use the construction of the preceding lemma if the machine 
<X, Y> first duplicates its tape. [] 
EXAMPLES 
The examples presented here are not so much of interest in their own 
right, as they are in providing threads of the proof of the equivalence theorem. 
Thus, our first four examples are wedded to the corresponding axioms in the 
recursive function theory as previously given. Throughout he presentation 
of examples, we have used ~, ~ to denote arbitrary elements of the alphabet/7. 
Similarly, 7 is the generic symbol used to denote an element of Z' m = 
2]u  {[]}. Moreover, we have used here a tabular representation of the 
quintuples--the first two coordinates being read as row and column headings. 
EXAMPLE 1. 
7 4,  = i: (x*p  -~ (~*) - ,  
i (~  .. . . .  ~ . )=(~ ..... ~.) .  0 lyO 
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EXAMPLE 2. 
D 
0 
2 
q. 
q.' 
P. 
Pa' 
q.D 1 
2 T - -1  
q. ~- 1 
q~' ~- 1 
p,, ~- - -1  
p~' ~ --1 
2 [1 - -1  
1 D 1 
qo 'D  1 
p .  a - -1  
p~' D- -1  
0 a 1 
CD = d: X* ~ (2*)  2, 
d(x) = (x, x). 
EXAMPLE 3. 
T 
0 
S 
$ t 
qo 
q~" 
q~ 
¢t 
qs 
P~ 
p '  
p. 
r~ 
q t 
S 
S t 
q, 
q: 
q: 
q: 
P~ 
p~ 
q. 
[] 1 qD' [] 1 
~- - -1 s' [ ]  - -1 
T - -1 1 [ ]  1 
1 qD' ~ 1 
it 
y 1 qD 7 1 
(7 1 p~ D- -1  
[] 1 s N --1 
~- --1 p,,' [ ] - -1  
* - -1  p: [ ] - -1  
"r --1 r [] 1 
1 qa'  a 1 
~r : t: (27.)n __+ (Z*)n, 
¢(X~, X~ .... , X.) = (~,  X~ ..... X.).  
EXAMPLE 4. 
s~ 
O'r 1 2 a --1 
2r - -1  1 []  1 
~bS, ~: s.: Z* -+ Z*, 
S~(X) : xa .  
The reader can verify that the indicated functions are indeed computed 
by the Turing machines hown. We present hree more examples used in the 
sequel. L simply erases the first of n arguments (words) whereas A would be 
viewed as a counter if the symbols of 27 were the successive "digits" in a 
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number system. Machine B erases the first symbol it sees while moving one 
square to the right. 
EXAMPLE 5. 
L 
0 
EXAMPLE 6. 
A 
0 
2 
3 
~- [ ]  eL = l: (z'*)~ ---, ((x*),~-~, 
OD1 1[-71 l (x l  , x2 ..... x~) = (~ ..... ~,3. 
cr, (0 < i < n) cr n [ ]  
0 a~ 1 Oa,~ 1 '215] - -1  
3 ~i+1--1 2~1 --1 1 c~ 1 0 Ca=a:X*~27* ,  
3 ai --1 3e~- - I  1 [] 1 i 
EXAMPLE 7. 
a@ ----al, 
a(x~3 =x~i+~ 
a(x~n) =a(x)~ 
(0 < i < n), 
B 
0 I [Z ] I  
¢B = b: Z*  ~ 27", 
b(0 =~,  
b(ax) =x .  
THE CLASSICAL EQUIVALENCE THEOREM 
We are now ready to present a proof of the equivalence between partial 
recursive and Turing computable functions. 
THEOREM 2. The partial function f: (2") n ~ (X*)m is partial recursive iff 
it is Turing computable. 
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Proof. We first show that the Turing computable functions are at least 
as extensive as the partial recursive ones. We do this by establishing the 
existence of machines 1:, D, etc., with 
(i) ¢1=i  (i') exoy=¢x °¢Y 
(ii) eD =d (ii') ¢ Ixx=¢s× ex=i× ex 
(iii) e r  = t (iii') ex* = (¢x)* 
(iv) es~ = s~ (iv') ¢ .x  = f lex 
assuming (on the right) that we are given certain machines X, Y already. 
The special purpose machines (on the left) have already appeared in our 
examples. So we have only to construct machines X o Y, I × X ,  X*,  and 
/~X with the desired properties. 
(i') From the given machines X and Y, we form 
x o Y = (Sxoy, x, Mxoy) 
taking a disjoint union of states 
SXo Y = S x V S t ,  Oxo Y = Oy , lxor = lx  
together with the table of moves 
MXo r = M x u My W {1ryOxyO }.
Clearly, exor = ex ° eY as required. 
(ii') Use Lemma 3 together with (i). 
(iii') I f  we are given machines Xo = X2 '~ (a e 27), we use Lemma 3 
and Example 7 to assert he existence of machines 
From these, we construct 
X* = (S*, 27, M*), 
having again a disjoint union of states 
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and the moves 
0 
D 
° [ ]  1 [ ]  
Then it is seen that ~bx. = (~bx)*. 
(iv') For the minimalization of the function ~bx, we use Examples 5 and 6 
together with (i') and Lemmas 3 and 4 to obtain 
U = U n+l,l+(n+l) : <X)I)  (x 1 .... ) x~+l)  ~ (~x(Xl ) . . . )  Xn+l) ) x I ,..., Mn_F1 )
V = L n+l (Y, xl .... , Xn+l) --+ Xn+z 
W --- ( I  X A)  o L (y, x 1 ,..., x,~+~) -+ (x 1 ,..., x~,  a(x~+~)). 
Using these machines, we set 
I~X = (S,,x , Z, M .x  ) 
with 
S~x = S v V Sv  V Sw , O,,x = Or,  1,,x = lv  
and the set of quintuples 
Mx = MvU MvU MwU lv  [] Ov [] • 
1w 7 Ov 7 
A glance at Fig. 1 shows indeed that ~b~x = t~bx. 
× 
nO 
[2__J X 
FIG. 1. Diagram of the Machine t~X. 
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Conversely, suppose that f :  (Z*) n--~ (X*) ~ is Turing computable, say 
f = ~z for the Turing machine Zn 'm= Z-= (S, X, M). Then we will 
generate a commutative diagram 
(P*y -~& (r*),%_ 
~, ( s*y  
l i 
g> ~ 
in which i is induced by the inclusion X C F = S[] k3 S and 
0~(,%'1 , X 2 . . . . .  ,%'~) = 0 X 1 [ ]  '%'2 [ ]  " ' '  [ ]  3C~, 
/3([]~ ly l  [ ]  y2 [ ]  .-- [ ]  y,,, []+) = (y l ,  y2 .... , y,~), 
otherwise undefined. One defines cJ,/3', and f '  to be the partial functions 
o~'(i(x)) = ~(x), otherwise undefined 
t3' = io/3, 
f'(i(x)) = i(f(x)) for x ~ dom(f), otherwise undefined. 
The functions a', ~' are easily seen to be partial recursive over the extended 
alphabet F, whereas g has yet to be defined. But if we can conclude that 
f '  = /3 '  og o cJ is in ~ ----- ~r ,  we will have f~ ~z  because (as with Turing 
machines) the use of an extended alphabet does not enlarge the class of 
functions partial recursive over a given alphabet. 
It should be apparent hat we are representing the id's of the machine Z 
as words w ~/ '* .  And it is well known (Yasuhara, 1971) that the question 
as to whether w represents a terminal id is total recursive, as is the function 
which imitates the moves w 1 --+ w 2 of the Turing machine Z. We may there- 
fore assume the existence of total recursive functions (~ c / ' )  
for which 
g~, t: F* --~/~* 
t(w) = e iff w is a terminal id in Z 
~w2, if w x i san idandw l -+w~inZ 
g~,(Wl) ~ e, otherwise. 
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Since g~ ~ ~ = ~r ,  we must have g* ~ ~ as well. We define 
g =g*o  </~(tog*),i) 
and accordingly, g e ~. For pairs wl, w 2 of id's, we have 
g*(~%wa) =w~ iff w a~' ' ' - -+wz  innmoves 
and it follows that 
g(O~) = l .  
whenever 0, = a(xx, x~ ,..., xn) with (x l ,  x z ,. . . ,  xn)  ~ dom(f). 
It remains only to see that f '  = fi" ° g ° od as was claimed earlier. We have 
dom(fi' o go a') = {i(x): x ~ dom(f)} = dom(f') 
and if x = (x l  , xz  .... , xn)  ~ dom(f), say 
f (x  1 , x 2 .... , x,~) = ~bz(Xl ,  x 2 , . . . ,  xn )  = (y~ , y~ ,. . . ,  Ym),  
then 
f ' ( i (x ) )  = i ( f (x ) )  -= (Y l  , Y2 ,.. . ,  Y , , ) ,  
(fl '  o g o o~')(i(x)) = fi' o g o o~(x) = fi' o g (Ox 1 [ ]  x 2 N . "  [ ]  x,~) 
= B' (D ~ ly l  Dy~ [ ]  " [ ]y~ [50 
= (Y~,  Y2 .. . . .  Y,~). [ ]  
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have tried to present evidence in support of the contention that the 
axiom of "exponentiation" is more convenient han "recursion" when 
recursive function theory is employed in an automata-theoretic framework. 
Almost certainly, recursion would be the more convenient operation in the 
number-theoretic context for which the recursive function theory was first 
conceived. This exchange is of course the central feature of the cryptomorphic 
version presented here. 
We expect or would hope that this version of recursive function theory 
will prove advantageous for the category-theoretic applications in the area 
of automata. As a sidelight o the presentation, certain formalisms for devel- 
oping composite Turing machines were given. And it may be that these 
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constructions will prove to be useful in an overall algebraization f the theory 
of Tur ing machines. In this way, it is felt that the results of this investigation 
may extend beyond the narrow pedagogic aims originally intended, 
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